AW21 OPTICAL COLLECTION
Designed for a world playing by new rules, the Hackett Bespoke AW21 optical collection is
inspired by contemporary times whilst staying true to Hackett’s timeless DNA of
quintessential British style.
Discover the latest optical range featuring an array of Hackett signature design elements,
premium materials, and the excellent craftsmanship expected of this great British brand.
Drawing inspiration from classic vintage details and combining sartorial elements from the
exceptional Hackett Bespoke tailoring tradition, the new AW21 optical offering is quietly
sophisticated and refined.
Beautifully capturing the timeless essence of the collection is HEB282, a premium metal style.
This design showcases a double bridge, for a timeless retro feel, combined with a deep square
shaped front. The upper part of the temples have a moulded texture in a criss cross design,
for an additional sense of antique appeal, a signature element that has been carried over from
the previous Hackett eyewear releases. The temples also bear the newly designed moulded
‘H in the box’ logo detail and long acetate temple tips in rich tortoise hues.
Crafted from acetate, HEB280 is an optical style ideal for autumnal walks and trips out to
the countryside. This design is available in stylish colourways from rich Amber
Tortoiseshell, capturing the ambience of autumn, to rich Dark Navy. For an extra dose of
Hackett finesse, the style also features the signature 3-D ‘H in the box’ logo plaque studded
on the temples, an element inspired by Hackett cufflinks, paired with contrast temple tip
laminations.
HEB279 is a confident and authentic panto style featuring a classic Windsor rim contraction
for a timeless model for the sophisticated gentleman. A perfect example of Hackett

craftsmanship is evident in the ‘H in the box’ embellishment, running throughout the AW21
collection, accompanied by a delicate ribbed liner pattern showcased on the slim metal
temples. The warm Copper version is perfect for this season, and features acetate temple
tips with complementary honey tortoiseshell hues.
As always with Hackett Bespoke eyewear, designs are stylish without compromising comfort
for the gentleman at work and play.
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